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Overview

- Small Arms Vision
- SA Roadmap
- Interest Items
USAF Small Arms Vision

- Provide USAF warfighters with state of the art systems to protect air and space forces across the full spectrum of military operations

- USAF Small Arms Strategy
  - Focus on life cycle management
  - Field evolutionary capabilities
  - Leverage Joint programs
  - Team with Joint services for revolutionary capabilities
Small Arms Roadmap

Near Term (0-2 years) Field
- M320 GL
- M2A1
- Glock 19

Short Term (2-5 years) Field
- Individual Carbine
- Precision Sniper Rifle
- Modular Handgun System
- LRSR Upgrades

Mid-Long Term (5+) Field
- JSAM
- Future Weapons
- XM25
- Lightweight Small Arms Technology
- LSAT Medium
- LSAT Heavy
- JAWSS

Sustain
- TWS
- PEQ 15
- PVS 30
- PSQ 23
- ACOG

500K+ weapons

Integrity - Service - Excellence
Interest Items

- Standardized weapon configurations
- Common optics for AF warfighters
- Enhanced 25m training targets; day/night/thermal
- Improved/robust range ventilation systems
QUESTIONS